
RACCOMANDAZIONI
Per ottenere un espresso di elevata qualità ricordare di:

- scaldare le tazzine prima dell'uso (sullo scaldatazze o con acqua calda)

- preparare il caffè solo quando la spia verde è accesa e l'interruttore (C) in posizione alta

- erogare una piccola quantità di acqua a fine utilizzo in modo da rimuovere i residui di caffè dal gruppo

- accendere la macchina almeno 20 minuti prima dell'uso

- cambiare l'acqua nel serbatoio almeno una volta alla settimana

Si raccomanda inoltre di utilizzare acqua a basso tenore di calcare per ridurre i depositi all'interno della macchina.

Se avviene all'accensione della macchina: portare l'interruttore caffé/acqua calda (B) e 
l'interruttore vapore (C) in posizione alta. Se avviene durante l'erogazione di caffè o acqua calda, 
riportare l'interrutore caffè/acqua calda (B) in posizione alta. Se avviene durante l'erogazione di 
vapore, chiudere la manopola vapore e riportare il selettore vapore/caffè (C) in posizione caffè

Eseguire le seguenti operazioni: spegnere la macchina; riempire il serbatoio dell'acqua; mettere 
un recipiente in corrispondenza della lancia vapore e aprire il rubinetto vapore; accendere la 
macchina; attendere la fuoriuscita di acqua dalla lancia vapore; chiudere il rubinetto vapore; 
attendere accensione spia verde (E)

Macchina sporca: consultare il capitolo PULIZIA E MANUTENZIONE

Portare l'interruttore caffè/acqua calda (B) in posizione alta

caso a) manca acqua nel serbatoio: riempire il serbatoio dell'acqua; mettere un recipiente in 
corrispondenza della lancia vapore e aprire rubinetto vapore; portare l'interruttore caffè/acqua 
calda (B) in posizione bassa; attendere la fuoriuscita di acqua dalla lancia vapore; chiudere il 
rubinetto vapore; verificare la ripresa dell'erogazione

caso b) l'interruttore vapore (C) è in posizione bassa (vapore): riportarlo in posizione alta; 
consultare capitolo PREPARAZIONE DI UN CAFFÈ DOPO EROGAZIONE DI VAPORE

caso c) dopo un prolungato periodo di macchina accesa senza erogazioni: aprire il rubinetto del 
vapore e schiacciare il pulsante del caffè (B) fino all'uscita di acqua dal tubo vapore richiudere e 
fare caffè regolarmente

Verificare posizione bassa interruttore (C); Verificare accensione spia (E); Spegnere la macchina 
tramite interruttore generale (A); Attendere che sia fredda (almeno un'ora). Rimuovere eventuale 
ostruzione del foro di uscita vapore

Spegnere la macchina. Disinserire spina elettrica dalla rete

Rimuovere eventuale ostruzione del foro (K); Verificare che la leva dell'interruttore (C) sia in 
posizione bassa e che la spia (E) sia accesa

Spegnere la macchina e staccare il cavo di alimentazione. Attendere che la macchina sia fredda. 
Rimuovere eventuali residui solidi dal sottocaldaia. Se il problema permane: Sostituire la 
guarnizione circolare in gomma secondo le indicazioni del capitolo PULIZIA E MANUTENZIONE

Verificare lo stato degli interruttori di protezione della rete elettrica domestica. Verificare la 
connessione del cavo elettrico alla macchina. Ricollegare cavo elettrico alla rete

SOLUZIONE

PROBLEMI E SOLUZIONI

- Impulsi acustici lenti
(1 al secondo)

- Impulsi acustici veloci
(5 al secondo)

- ll caffè ha un gusto cattivo

- La macchina non eroga
caffè

- Apro il rubinetto e la
macchina non eroga
vapore

- Fuoriuscita di acqua
all'interno della macchina

- Il vapore esce ma il latte
non viene montato

- Perdite d'acqua dal gruppo
durante l'erogazione

- Accendo la macchina ma la
spia (D) non si accende

PROBLEMA

Contatta l'assistenza

Contatta l'assistenza

Contatta l'assistenza

Contatta l'assistenza

Contatta l'assistenza

Contatta l'assistenza

Contatta l'assistenza

Contatta l'assistenza

Contatta l'assistenza

PERMANENZA DEL 
PROBLEMA
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LIMITAZIONI SULLA GARANZIA
La garanzia non copre riparazioni causate da:

- Guasti causati dal calcare o da una non periodica decalcificazione

- Guasti causati da un funzionamento con voltaggio diverso da quello prescritto sulla targhetta dati

- Guasti causati da uso improprio o non conforme alle istruzioni

- Guasti causati da modifiche apportate internamente.

Costi di riparazione su macchine precedentemente manipolate da centri d'assistenza non autorizzati saranno totalmente a carico del cliente.

Tenere accesa la macchina senza aver ricaricato d'acqua la caldaia può provocare dei danni non coperti da garanzia.

Inoltre:

- Non battere il portafiltro sulla griglia di scolo (L) o sulla carrozzeria

- Non mettere il cassetto di scolo (M) in lavastoviglie

- Mantenere il fondo dell'interno della colonna porta serbatoio sempre asciutto.

Non osservare questi punti potrebbe creare dei problemi alla carrozzeria non coperti da garanzia.

Si consiglia di conservare l'imballo originale ( almeno per il periodo di garanzia ) per eventuale invio della macchina a centri di assistenza per la riparazione. Gli 
eventuali danni dovuti ad un trasporto senza imballo adeguato non sono coperti da garanzia.

MACHINE INSTALLATION AND OPERATION 
Before connecting the machine to the electrical mains, read the safety rules outlined in the previous chapter with care.

Make sure that switches (A), (B) and (C) are in up position, that the steam knob (I) is closed (fig.1) and that the machine is unplugged from the electrical mains.

Insert the filter-holder (G) (fig. 2).

Remove tank (R), wash it, fill it with cold water and replace it in the machine (fig. 3); make sure that the intake pipe (Q) is immersed in the water.

Connect the machine to the power supply.

SWITCHING ON
Make sure that there is water in the tank.

Switch the machine on by flipping switch (A) downwards. Make sure that the red light (D) (fig. 4) comes on. If a repetitive acoustic signal is given every second, 
flip the coffee and steam switches upwards.

When the machine is first switched on, the thermometer pointer (F) starts to go up until it reaches the steam zone and then it returns to the coffee zone. After a 
few minutes, the green light (E) (fig. 5) comes on to indicate that the operating temperature has been reached and there is a short acoustic sound.  Should the 
lights or the rapid acoustic signal (5 impulses per second) fail to come on consult the chapter on TROUBLESHOOTING.

The machine is fitted with a pressure regulating valve in the boiler, which causes slight dripping from the filter-holder when the temperature increases 
(switching on and when switching from “coffee” to “steam.

NOTE: If the machine is being used for the first time or if it has been inoperative for a lengthy period, flushing is recommended by running water through 
the filter-holder several times (fig. 6).

IMPORTANT SAFETY MEASURES
When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be taken, including the following:

- Read the instructions carefully

- Never touch hot surfaces.  Use handles and knobs

- To protect against fire, electric shock and injury to persons do not immerse cord, plugs or machine in water or other liquid

- The machine must not be used by children

- Unplug from power socket:
*when the appliance is not in use
*before cleaning
*the water tank is being filled.

Before unplugging, make sure that the general switch (A) is in off position, or up.
Allow to cool before putting on or taking off parts and before cleaning the appliance

- Do not operate any appliance that has a damaged power cord or plug or has given signs of malfunctioning, or has been damaged in any way. Return the
appliance to the nearest authorised service facility for checking or repairs

- The use of accessory attachments that are not recommended by the appliance manufacturer may cause fires, electric shocks or injuries to people

- Do not use outdoors

- Do not leave power cord to hang over edge of table or counter

- Do not place the appliance on electric or gas burners, or in a hot oven

- Do not use the appliance for anything other than its intended use

- This machine is designed to “make espresso coffee” and to “heat beverages”: take care not to scald yourself with jets of water or steam or from
improper use

- After removing the packaging, make sure that the machine is in good conditions. Should there be any doubt whatsoever, do not use the appliance and
contact a qualified person

- This appliance is intended for household use only.  Any other use is considered improper and thereby dangerous

- The manufacturer shall not be held responsible for any damage deriving from improper, incorrect or unreasonable use

- Should there be any fault or malfunction, switch the machine off and do not tamper with it. Contact only Technical Assistance Centres that are
authorised by the manufacturer for any repairs and ask them to use original spare parts only. Failure to do so will compromise the safety of the
appliance

- Place the appliance on a work top away from water taps and basins

- Check that the electrical mains voltage corresponds to that indicated on the plate. Connect the appliance only to an earthed power socket with a
minimum rating of 6A at 230 VAC and a 12A rating at 110 VAC

- The manufacturer shall not be held responsible for any accidents caused by failure to provide an earthing system or non compliance with the laws in force

- Should there be any incompatibility between the socket and the appliance plug, have the socket replaced with another of a suitable type by a qualified
person

- The machine must not be installed in an environment with a temperature lower than or equal to 0°C (if the water freezes, the appliance could get
damaged) or exceeding 40°C

- KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS IN A SAFE PLACE
Caution: If limescale is not removed regularly - as outlined in the chapter on DESCALING - it is imperative that this is done by a service centre.

THE E.S.E. SYSTEM
The X1 espresso machine uses the EASY SERVING ESPRESSO (E.S.E.) system: for it to operate properly it is necessary to use the E.S.E. 
servings, which are easily recognisable from the brand name printed on the packets, the same one that is shown on the espresso 
machines. The E.S.E. system guarantees a series of benefits: the quality of the espresso coffee always remains constant, irrespective 
of the consumer's skill in making it. It is easy to use and very fast, and the system is extremely easy to clean. The standard E.S.E. is 
achieved by setting the filter-holder on the icon “long espresso”.
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COFFEE PREPARATION
Foreword: the X1 machine has been designed to provide the best coffee using an E.S.E. coffee pod as shown in figure 7.

If a different serving is used, remove the excess paper, leaving a 5 mm border around the coffee pod; otherwise technical inconveniences may arise and water 
may leak from the extraction group.

Make sure that the machine ready light (E) comes on and switch (C) is in coffee position (up) (fig. 8).

Remove filter-holder (G), place the serving in the centre of the filter-holder (fig. 9), fit filter-holder in the brewhead and turn to the right until it is aligned with 
the type of coffee required.

In fact, the machine is fitted with the innovative extraction group >TRIO that allows a mild coffee (fig.10A), normal coffee (fig.10B) or extra-strong coffee 
(fig. 10C) to be prepared in the best possible way, depending on how the filter-holder is positioned.

Flip switch (B) downwards and once you have the required amount of coffee flip switch (B) back in up position. 

When the operation has been completed, remove the filter-holder and then the used serving by turning the filter-holder upside down and tapping the edge on 
the rubber used serving dump (fig. 11). 

To prepare other coffees, repeat the entire sequence.

Before switching off the machine or after each use, empty the filter-holder, put it back in the brewhead and flush it with hot water so as to remove any residues. 
Once the operation is completed, leave the filter-holder released.

Caution: Should you forget to switch the water off, the machine will automatically switch the pump off after about two minutes and an acoustic signal will come 
on every second; to reset operation, simply flip coffee switch (B) upwards.

Do not used distilled or demineralised water to prepare coffee.

Caution: If the machine has been on for several hours without any coffee having been prepared, you may notice a few problems in getting it restarted 
(button B). Simply open the steam knob (I) for a few seconds, after having pressed the coffee button (B), and the machine will restore its normal operation.

STEAM GENERATION TO MAKE A CAPPUCCINO
To make a cappuccino, after having prepared the coffee, pour some cold milk into a metal recipient and follow the instructions below.

Make sure that the filter-holder has no serving in it.

Flip switch (C) to steam position; the machine ready light (E) will switch off and the thermometer temperature indicator (F) will start to go up (fig. 12).

When the machine is ready, a short acoustic sound will be given and the green light will come on again; turn the steam knob (I) anti-clockwise, allow the residual 
water to flow out of the pipe until steam is released, then close the steam valve.

Place the milk recipient under the steam wand (J) (fig.13) and turn the steam knob (I) anti-clockwise.

The small hole (K) on the steam wand will take in the necessary amount of air to create a froth for the cappuccino; therefore make sure that it is not covered by 
the milk.

Once the desired amount of froth has been achieved, close the steam valve and flip switch (C) upwards (fig.14)

Pour the milk and froth in the cup containing the coffee (fig. 15).

Clean the cappuccino spout (K) from all milk residues (fig. 16) avoiding direct contact with the hands at all times.

CAUTION: Contact with the wand (J) may cause serious burns.

COFFEE PREPARATION AFTER STEAM DISPENSING
It is very important to avoid making an espresso immediately after steam has been dispensed, as the machine is still too hot and this could compromise the 
flavour.

Flip selector switch (C) from steam position (down) to coffee position (up); the light (E) goes off for a few minutes giving the machine a little time to cool down; 
when the boiler has reached a suitable temperature, the light comes on again and coffee can be prepared once again.

If you wish to reduce the temperature of the machine quickly and obtain a perfect espresso, follow the instructions below:

1. Make sure that switch (C) is in coffee position (out). (fig. 14)

2. Dispense steam by opening the steam valve (I), after placing a recipient under the steam wand (J), close the steam valve when a brief acoustic signal is 
given and the green light turns on again. (fig. 17)

3. The boiler has again reached a suitable temperature to prepare an espresso coffee.

The machine is fitted with a pressure regulating valve in the boiler, which causes slight dripping from the filter-holder when the temperature increases 
(switching on and when switching from “coffee” to “steam.

CAUTION: If switch (C) is in steam position (down), coffee switch (B) does not work. (fig. 18)

HOT WATER DISPENSING
Hot water is dispensed through the steam wand (J).
Proceed as follows:

1. Make sure that coffee switch (B) and steam switch (C) are in up position and the machine ready light (E) is on

2. Place a recipient under the steam wand

3. Turn the steam knob (I) anti-clockwise and flip the water/coffee switch (B) downwards (fig. 19)

4. Dispense the required amount of hot water

5. Flip water/coffee switch (B) upwards and turn steam knob (I) clockwise (fig. 20).

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
For correct operation and a high quality standard acurate cleaning of the machine is recommended on a regular basis. 

Procedures to be followed with cold and disconnected machine:
- water tank cleaning
- filter-holder cleaning; NB: cleaning and removal of any solid residues is more accurate if the filter is removed by means of the screw (fig. 21)
- steam wand cleaning; NB: remove any milk residues on the wand, the air intake hole and the steam outlet hole with precision
- drip tray cleaning
- grate cleaning.

Should there be any water leak from the filter-holder when preparing coffee, replace the O-R seal by removing it from its seat (fig. 22) and inserting the new one 
provided (T) (fig. 23). To clean the plastic filter-holder release it from the handle. To do this, turn the used serving container (U) upside down and press the spout 
in the hole, the filter will automatically drop out (fig. 24).

Procedures to be followed with machine on:
To remove fatty residues of coffee from the extraction group compartment, which can spoil the aroma and taste of your espresso if they deposit and age, clean 
the machine every 30 days using a cleaning tablet to dissolve such residues. A sample of this product can be found inside the package.

Proceed as follows:

1. Remove the filter-holder handle (G) from the machine

2. Place a tablet in the filter

3. Replace the handle (G) with the tablet in the machine

4. Position a recipient beneath the filter-holder, turn on the coffee switch (B) for 30 seconds and wait 60 seconds before turning on the coffee switch again.
During this 60-second break, turn the handle to the left and to the right and vice versa, several times to clean the seal as well

5. Repeat point 4 six times

6. Once the 6 cycles have been completed, make sure there are no tablet residues in the filter-holder

7. If there are any residues, make sure they are removed by releasing the filter-holder from the machine, and washing it with hot water by turning on coffee
switch (B)

8. Turn off coffee switch (B)

9. Replace the filter-holder handle (G) in the machine

Important:
Remember to keep the steam pipe clean from any milk residues both inside and outside the holes.

Clean the cappuccino maker immediately after every use by means of a sponge.  The holes can be cleaned using a pin (fig. 16).

At night dip the filter-holder in a recipient filled with water to keep it clean.

DESCALING
The need to remove limescale depends on the type of water used, the hours of machine operation and the number of coffees made.
Descaling is recommended every 2 months.
Do not use distilled or demineralised water to prepare coffee.

CAUTION: The use of our descaling product (fig. 25) is recommended.  If limescale removal is not performed, it could cause defective operation, which is not 
covered by the warranty. Vinegar, lye, salt, formic acid damage the machine!

Descaling procedure:
Dilute the contents of a sachet in 1 litre of water. Pour the solution in the water tank. Switch on the machine and flush the equivalent of 2 to 3 cups. Wait 15 
minutes and flush 2 or 3 cups of solution at regular intervals until the water has finished. Repeat the operation until all the solution has been used up. Then wash 
the tank, fill it with fresh water and flush again with clear water about ten times so that the boiler is completely free from any residues. Caution: if descaling is 
not carried out regularly, it must be performed by an authorised assistance centre.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Body material: Painted steel

Internal boiler material: Brass

Pump: 18 bar

Weight without packaging: 8.40 kg

Voltage: 230 V, 50 Hz (EU); 120 V, 60 Hz (USA)

Power: 1050 W (EU); 1100W (USA)

Tank: 1.2 litres

Electronic high-precision thermostat, cup warmer, steam and hot water, automatic boiler filling.

The manufacturer reserves the right to make modification or improvements without prior notice.
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HOT WATER DISPENSING
Hot water is dispensed through the steam wand (J).
Proceed as follows:
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3. Turn the steam knob (I) anti-clockwise and flip the water/coffee switch (B) downwards (fig. 19)
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
For correct operation and a high quality standard acurate cleaning of the machine is recommended on a regular basis. 

Procedures to be followed with cold and disconnected machine:
- water tank cleaning
- filter-holder cleaning; NB: cleaning and removal of any solid residues is more accurate if the filter is removed by means of the screw (fig. 21)
- steam wand cleaning; NB: remove any milk residues on the wand, the air intake hole and the steam outlet hole with precision
- drip tray cleaning
- grate cleaning.

Should there be any water leak from the filter-holder when preparing coffee, replace the O-R seal by removing it from its seat (fig. 22) and inserting the new one 
provided (T) (fig. 23). To clean the plastic filter-holder release it from the handle. To do this, turn the used serving container (U) upside down and press the spout 
in the hole, the filter will automatically drop out (fig. 24).

Procedures to be followed with machine on:
To remove fatty residues of coffee from the extraction group compartment, which can spoil the aroma and taste of your espresso if they deposit and age, clean 
the machine every 30 days using a cleaning tablet to dissolve such residues. A sample of this product can be found inside the package.

Proceed as follows:

1. Remove the filter-holder handle (G) from the machine

2. Place a tablet in the filter

3. Replace the handle (G) with the tablet in the machine

4. Position a recipient beneath the filter-holder, turn on the coffee switch (B) for 30 seconds and wait 60 seconds before turning on the coffee switch again.
During this 60-second break, turn the handle to the left and to the right and vice versa, several times to clean the seal as well

5. Repeat point 4 six times

6. Once the 6 cycles have been completed, make sure there are no tablet residues in the filter-holder

7. If there are any residues, make sure they are removed by releasing the filter-holder from the machine, and washing it with hot water by turning on coffee
switch (B)

8. Turn off coffee switch (B)

9. Replace the filter-holder handle (G) in the machine

Important:
Remember to keep the steam pipe clean from any milk residues both inside and outside the holes.

Clean the cappuccino maker immediately after every use by means of a sponge.  The holes can be cleaned using a pin (fig. 16).

At night dip the filter-holder in a recipient filled with water to keep it clean.

DESCALING
The need to remove limescale depends on the type of water used, the hours of machine operation and the number of coffees made.
Descaling is recommended every 2 months.
Do not use distilled or demineralised water to prepare coffee.

CAUTION: The use of our descaling product (fig. 25) is recommended.  If limescale removal is not performed, it could cause defective operation, which is not 
covered by the warranty. Vinegar, lye, salt, formic acid damage the machine!

Descaling procedure:
Dilute the contents of a sachet in 1 litre of water. Pour the solution in the water tank. Switch on the machine and flush the equivalent of 2 to 3 cups. Wait 15 
minutes and flush 2 or 3 cups of solution at regular intervals until the water has finished. Repeat the operation until all the solution has been used up. Then wash 
the tank, fill it with fresh water and flush again with clear water about ten times so that the boiler is completely free from any residues. Caution: if descaling is 
not carried out regularly, it must be performed by an authorised assistance centre.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Body material: Painted steel

Internal boiler material: Brass

Pump: 18 bar

Weight without packaging: 8.40 kg

Voltage: 230 V, 50 Hz (EU); 120 V, 60 Hz (USA)

Power: 1050 W (EU); 1100W (USA)

Tank: 1.2 litres

Electronic high-precision thermostat, cup warmer, steam and hot water, automatic boiler filling.

The manufacturer reserves the right to make modification or improvements without prior notice.
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EINRICHTUNG UND INBETRIEBNAHME DER MASCHINE
Bevor Sie die Maschine an das Stromnetz verbinden, lesen Sie die Sicherheitsmaßnahmen sorgfältig, die im vorigen Kapitel enthalten sind.

Vergewissern Sie sich, dass die Tasten (A), (B) und (C) nach oben geschaltet sind, das Dampfventil (I) geschlossen ist (Bild 1) und die Maschine nicht an das 
Stromnetz verbunden ist.

Den Filterträger befestigen (G) (Bild 2).

Entfernen Sie den Wassertank (R), spülen Sie ihn gut, füllen Sie ihn mit kaltem Wasser auf und setzen Sie ihn wieder in die Maschine (Bild 3); achten Sie darauf, 
dass der Saugschlauch (Q) ins Wasser eintaucht.

Die Maschine an das Netz anschließen.

INBETRIEBNAHME
Kontrollieren Sie, ob der Wassertank voll ist.

Den Schalter (A) nach unten schalten und sicherstellen, dass die rote Betriebslampe aufleuchtet (D) (Bild 4). Wenn die Maschine jede Sekunde ein akustisches 
Signal ertönt, die Kaffee und Dampf-Schalter nach oben schalten.

Bei der ersten Inbetriebnahme beginn der Zeiger des Thermometers (F) bis zur Erreichung des Dampfbereichs zu steigen und sinkt dann bis zum Kaffeebereich. 
Nach einigen Minuten zeigen eine grüne Lampe (E) (Bild 5) und ein kurzes akustisches Signal die Erreichung der Betriebstemperatur an. Wenn die Lampe nicht 
leuchtet und das akustische Signal sehr oft ertönt (5 Impulse/Sekunde)  das Kapitel PROBLEME UND LÖSUNGEN lesen.

Die Maschine besitzt ein Ventil, das den Druck im Kesselinnern regelt und bei Temperaturerhöhung leichtes Tropfen vom Filterträger verursacht (beim 
Einschalten und Übergang von Kaffee auf Dampf).

HINWEIS: Bei erster Inbetriebnahme oder wenn die Maschine nach längerer Stillstandzeit in Betrieb genommen wird, empfiehlt sich durch den Filterträger 
einige Tassen Wasser auslaufen zu lassen (Bild 6).

WICHTIGE SICHERHEITSHINWEISE
Bei Verwendung von Elektrogeräten müssen folgende Sicherheitsmaßnahmen beachtet werden:

- Die Bedienungsanleitung sorgfältig durchlesen

- Berühren Sie keine heißen Flächen. Griffe und Knöpfe benützen

- Um Feuer, elektrischen Schlag und Verletzungen zu vermeiden, nie das Kabel oder den Stecker ins Wasser oder andere Flüssigkeiten eintauchen

- Die Maschine darf nicht von Kindern betrieben werden

- Den Netzstecker aus der Steckdose ausziehen wenn:

*die Maschine nicht verwendet wird

*die Maschine gereinigt wird

*der Wassertank gefüllt wird.

Achten Sie darauf, dass vor dem Herausziehen des Netzsteckers die Betriebstaste (A) auf OFF geschaltet ist, dass heißt nach oben.
Lassen Sie die Maschine abkühlen, bevor Sie Teile davon entnehmen oder einsetzen oder bevor Sie es reinigen

- Die Maschine nie mit einem beschädigten Kabel oder Stecker benutzen, wenn die Funktionsweise Fehler aufweist, oder wenn die Maschine beschädigt
wurde. Die Maschine zur nächsten autorisierten Service-Stelle zur Überprüfung, Reparatur oder Anpassung bringen

- Der Gebrauch von Zubehörteilen, die nicht vom Hersteller empfohlen sind, können zu Feuer, elektrischem Schlag oder Verletzungen führen

- Nie im Freien verwenden

- Das Kabel nicht über die Kante (von Küchenabdeckung oder Tisch) hängen lassen

- Die Maschine nie auf Elektro- oder Gasbrenner oder in den heißen Ofen stellen

- Die Maschine nur für den in der Betriebsanleitung beschriebenen Zweck benutzen

- Die Maschine wurde für die Zubereitung von “Espresso-Kaffee” und um “Getränke zu wärmen” gebaut: achten Sie auf die Verbrennungsgefahr bei
Wasser- und Dampfbezug oder bei nicht richtigem Betrieb

- Nachdem die Maschine ausgepackt wurde, seine Unversehrtheit kontrollieren. Bei Zweifelfällen die Maschine nicht betreiben und sich an qualifiziertes
Fachpersonal wenden

- Diese Maschine ist für den privaten Haushalt vorgesehen. Jede andere Verwendung wird für ungeeignet, also gefährlich gehalten

- Der Hersteller ist für eventuelle Schäden, die auf nicht richtige, bestimmungsgemäße und sachgerechte Verwendung zuzuführen sind, nicht verantwortlich

- Sollten Störungen oder Defekte auftreten, die Maschine ausschalten und es nicht selber reparieren. Reparaturen dürfen nur von autorisierten Service
Stellen mit Originalersatz- und Zubehörteilen durchgeführt werden. Die Nichtbeachtung der o.g. Punkte kann die Sicherheit der Maschine gefährden

- Die Maschine auf eine von Wasserhähnen oder Spültischen entfernte Ablage stellen

- Kontrollieren Sie, ob die Spannung mit den Angaben auf dem Typenschild des Geräts übereinstimmen. Die Maschine nur an ein Stromnetz mit
mindestens 6A Stromstärke bei 230Vac und 12A bei 110 Vac mit einer entsprechend ausgelegten Elektrosicherung verbinden

- Der Hersteller ist für Schäden, die auf nicht gesetzmäßige oder mangelhafte Auslegung der Elektrosicherung zuzuführen, sind nicht verantwortlich

- Bei Unvereinbarkeit zwischen Netzstecker und Steckdose, den Netzstecker von qualifiziertem Personal mit einem geeigneten ersetzen lassen

- Die Maschine nicht in Räume stellen, mit gleicher oder tieferer Temperatur als 0°C (wenn das Wasser einfriert, könnte sich die Maschine beschädigen)
oder höherer Temperatur als 40°C

- DIESE BEDIENUNGSANLEITUNG AUFBEWAHREN
Achtung: Wenn die Entkalkung nicht regelmäßig - gemäß Betriebsanleitung Kapitel ENTKALKUNG - durchgeführt wird, muss sie in einer Service-Stelle 
durchgeführt werden. 

DAS E.S.E.-SYSTEM
Die Espresso-Maschine X1 arbeitet mit dem System EASY SERVING ESPRESSO (E.S.E.).
Für den einwandfreien Betrieb müssen die Portionen E.S.E verwendet werden, die Sie am Markenzeichen auf der Kaffeeverpackung 
oder auf der Espresso-Maschine erkennen. Das System E.S.E garantiert eine Reihe von Vorteilen: die Qualität des Espresso hängt 
nicht von der Erfahrung der zubereitenden Person ab, die Bedienung ist einfach und schnell und die Reinigung ist äußerst einfach. 
Der E.S.E. Standard wird eingehalten, indem man den Filterträger auf die Ikone “verdünnter Espresso” stellt.

If this occurs when the machine is switched on: flip the coffee/hot water switch (B) and steam 
switch (C) upwards. If this occurs when the coffee or hot water is dispensed, flip the coffee/hot 
water switch (B) upwards. If it occurs during the steam supply, switch off the steam handle and set 
the selector steam/coffee (C) on the coffee position again

Carry out the following operations: switch off the machine; fill the water tank; place a recipient 
under the steam wand and open the steam valve; switch on the machine; wait for water to flow out 
of the steam wand; close the steam valve; wait for the green light (E) to come on

The machine is dirty: see chapter on CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

Flip the coffee/hot water switch (B) upwards

case a) no water in the tank: fill the tank with water; put a recipient under the steam wand and open 
the steam valve; flip the coffee/hot water switch (B) downwards; wait for water to flow out of the 
steam wand then close the steam valve; check that coffee dispensing is restored

case b) steam switch (C) is in down position (steam): flip upwards; refer to chapter on COFFEE 
PREPARATION AFTER STEAM DISPENSING

case c) when the machine has been on for a lengthy period without dispensing any beverage: open 
the steam valve and press the coffee button (B) until water comes out of the steam pipe, then close 
the valve and make coffee regularly

Check that switch (C) is in down position; Check that light (E) is on; Switch off the machine by means 
of general switch (A); Wait for it to cool down (at least one hour). Remove any obstruction in the 
steam hole

Switch off the machine. Disconnect the machine plug from the mains

Remove any obstructions in hole (K); Make sure that the switch (C) is in down position and that light 
(E) is on

Switch off the machine and disconnect the power cord. Wait for the machine to cool down.  Remove 
any solid residues from the bottom of the boiler. If the problem persists: replace the circular 
rubber seal, following the indications given in chapter CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

Check the status of the domestic electric mains protection switches. Check the connection of the 
electrical cord to the machine. Plug in the electrical cord to the mains again

SOLUTION

TROUBLESHOOTING

- Slow acoustic impulses
(1 per second)

- Rapid acoustic impulses
(5 per second)

- Coffee has a foul taste

- The machine does not
dispense coffee

- When the valve is opened,
no steam is produced

- Water leak inside the
machine

- Steam is dispensed but the
milk does not froth

- Water leaks from the group
when dispensing

- When the machine is
switched on light (D) does
not come on

PROBLEM

Contact assistance

Contact assistance

Contact assistance

Contact assistance

Contact assistance

Contact assistance

Contact assistance

Contact assistance

Contact assistance

PERSISTENCE OF THE 
PROBLEM

LIMITED WARRANTY CONDITIONS
The warranty does not cover repairs caused by:

- Faults due to limescale or non regular descaling

- Faults due to operation with different power supply to that indicated on the data plate

- Faults due to improper use or use not conform to the instructions

- Faults due to internal modifications made to the machine.

The cost of repairs on machines that have been previously carried out by non-authorised assistance centres shall be at customer's full expense.

If the machine is kept on without having filled the boiler with water any damage caused will not be covered by the warranty.

Moreover:

- Do not tap filter-holder on the drip grate (L) or body

- Do not put the drip tray (M) in the dishwasher

- Keep the internal part of the tank holder dry at all times.

Non observance of these points could create problems to the body that are not covered by the warranty.

Keep the original packaging (at least for the warranty period). This will be useful if the machine needs to be taken to the assistance centre for repairs.  
Any damage caused by transportation without suitable packaging is not covered by the warranty. 

RECOMMENDATIONS
To obtain a top-quality espresso, remember to:

- warm up the cups before using them (on the cup warmer or using hot water)

- prepare the coffee only when the green light comes on and switch (C) is in up position

- dispense a small amount of water after use to remove coffee residues from the group

- switch on the machine at least 20 minutes prior to use 

- change the water in the tank at least once a week

Moreover, the use soft water is recommended so as to reduce the amount of limescale deposits in the machine.




